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This invention relates to surgical apparatus and has as 10 
its object to provide an improved fastener and method for i 
anchoring to the skin o-f a human body, a ñuid injection or 
>drainage tube that is inserted into the body for caudal 
anaesthesia, intravenous feeding, fluid drainage, etc. 

In existing surgical practice, considerable difficulty is 
commonly experienced in having an injection or drainage 
tube pull loose from the vein or other body area into 
which it has been inserted, despite the application of adhe 
sive tape over the tube adjacent its point of entry, a corn 
mon practice in this field of surgery. 
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The invention provides a fastener device having ̀a cen- , 

tral portion embodying means for gripping a surgical tube 
where it enters a body aperture, and having a plurality of 
adhesive-faced arms for tenacious attachment to the skin. 
The device is fashioned from a thin and flexible but ex 
tremely strong, tough sheet material which is non-toxic. 
The tube-gripping structure is formed in the material of 
the sheet, and requires no separate gripping element. The 
device is accordingly extremely simple and inexpensive, 
yet it provides a very decided improvement in surgical 
tube anchorage. An important object of the invention is 
to provide an improved fastener which is of ultimatev sim 
plicity and low cost, and which can be packed and han 
dled in a compact package containing a very substantial 
number vof the fasteners. ` f 

Other objects and advantages will become apparent in 
the ensuing specification and appended drawing in which: 

FIG. 1 is a perspective View illustrating a fastener em 
bodying our invention, and'its manner of use; 

. FIG. 2 is a fragmentary sectional View ofthe same; 
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FIG. 3 is a plan view of the same, with the surgical tube ' 

omitted; ' _ _ 

` FIG. 4 is a plan View of 'afastener embodying a modi 
fied form of the invention, and illustrating its use; 

FIG. 5 is a plan view of another modified form of the 
invention; 

FIG. 6 is a plan view of a fastener embodying another 
modified form of the invention and illustrating its use; 
and 

FIG. 7 is a sectional view of the fastener of FIG. 6, 
taken on line 7~7 of FIG. 6, illustrating the use of that 
device. _ 

Preferred Form of Invention 
Referring now to the drawing in detail, and in particu 

lar to FIG. 1, we have shown therein, as an example of 
one form in which the invention may be embodied, a 
fastener comprising four attachment arms 10, 10' and 10" 
and a central tube-gripping web 11 joining the four arms 
10 in an integral sheet of material. The device is fabri 
cated of a non-toxic, thin flexible sheet material that is 
very tough and strong, such as polyethylene, polyvinyl 
acetate, polyvinyl chloride, nylon, etc. It has an under 
surface faced with a pressure-sensitive adhesive ñlm 12 
(FIG. 2) by means of which all four arms and the cen 
tral tube-gripping web 11 are adhesively attached to» the 
skin around an aperture 13 into which is inserted a sur 
gical tube 14. 
The tube~gripping web 11 has three apertures 15, 16 i 

and 17, the latter being in the center of the web and the 
other two being spaced radially outwardly from the center 
toward two corners 18 defined between side margins of 
arm 10 and the adjoining arms. Apertures 15 and 16 
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are connected to the adjacent corners 18 by respective 
diagonal slits 19 and 20 (FIG. 3) and aperture 1'7 is con 
nected to a corresponding corner 18' by a diagonal slit 
21. At a fourth corner 18” the adjoining arms 10 are 
integrally joined. , 

In using the fastener of FIGS. 1, 2, the tube 14 is first 
inserted into the body cavity 13, the fastener is then 
opened at slit 21 to receive the projecting free end of tube 
14 Where it leaves the cavity 13, and the tube 14 is 
passed through slit 21 into central aperture 17. The 
fastener is adjusted to a position where the unslitted cor 
ner 18” is positioned over the portion of the tube em 
bedded in cavity 13, and the arms 10" are then pressed 
into adhesive contact with the skin on respective sides of 
the embedded portion of tubing 14. Arm 10’ may then 
be positioned to close slit 21 and pressed ñrmly against 
the skin, thus securely positioning tube 14 in aperture 1’7 
while closing the aperture around the tube. Arm 10 is 
then lifted, to open the slits 19 and 20, and the tube is 
passed downwardly through slit 19 and aperture 15, 
thence beneath the portion of web 11 between apertures 
15 and 16, and thence upwardly through slit 20 and 
aperture 16 while arm 10 is held taut and pressed down 
wardly into adhesive contact with the skin, closing slits 19 
and 20 and apertures 15 and 16. A portion of the tube 
will then be looped around the central web 11, with a 
portion 22 bridging above the web from aperture 17 to 
aperture 15, with an adjoining portion-23 extending be 
neath web 11 between aperture 15 and aperture 16, and 
with the free end portion of the tube emerging from aper 
ture 16. The closed apertures 15, 16 and 17 will securely 
position the tube at the three points thereon where it 
passes through the apertures, against lateral slippage with 
respect to margins of the fastener. The portions 22 and 
_23 will be held in the form of a loop or bight encircling 
adjacent areas of> central web 11 and engaging the same 
with a snubbing action which will effectively inhibit longi 
tudinal slippage of the tube beneath the fastener (a diñi 
>culty commonly experienced where a tube is held simply 
by one or more strips of adhesive tape bridging across a 
portion of the tube). The material of web» 11 is sutil 
ciently stiff -to resist the tendency to curl under such snub 
bing action, when such resistance is assisted by adequate 
adhesive attachment of web 11 to the skin. . 
A syringe 24, for intravenous feeding or injection of 

anaesthesia or for withdrawing a body fluid, can be at 
tached to the free end of the tube 14 and operated to 
inject or to withdraw fluid, as the situation may require. 

Modíjîed Form-FIG. 4 

FIG. 4 discloses a similar fastener which is, however, 
simplified in omitting the transverse arms of the cruciform 
device of FIGS. l and 2, and utilizing simply a straight 
strip of adhesive-coated plastic ribbon comprising arms 
18a and 10b joined by a central web portion 11a having 
a central aperture 17a and respective lateral apertures 
15a and 16a spaced from respective sides thereof. Aper 
ture 15a is connected to the adjacent side margin of the 
web 11a by a short slit 19a, normal to said margin. 
Aperture 16a is connected to the opposite margin of the 
web by a` slit 20a extending diagonally to one arm (eg. 
arm 10a, as shown). Aperture 17a is connected to the 
same margin by a diagonal slit 21a extending diagonally 
into the other arm (as shown, the arm 10b). The di 
vergence of slits 20a and 21a provides marginal width 
in the triangular section 10c of web 11a deñned between 
these slits. 

In using the fastener of FIG. 3, it is arranged trans 
versely to the embedded portion 14’ of the tubing 14 and 
the latter, where it emerges from the body cavity, is ex 
tended upwardly through aperture 17a, thence looped 
over the portion of web 11a between apertures 17a and 
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15a, is thence extended downwardly through aperture 
15a, return-bent beneath web 11a to aperture 16a, and 
thence extended upwardly ythrough aperture 16a to a 
syringe or other fluid-handling device, in ay manner sim 
ilar to that utilized in FIGS. l-3. The holding power of 
the fastener is lessened by the omission of the lateral arms 
of the cruciformdevice, and the latter is preferred for that 
reason, butl the lessened holding power can be at least 
partially compensated for by increasing the width of the 
ribbon material, and the central tube-gripping portion of 
Vthe device is substantially similar to that of FIGS. 1-3. 

FIG. 5 discloses how the fastener can be embedded in 
a device of three arms of adhesive-coated plastic sheet 
material, instead of the four arms of FIG. 1, the arms 
10, 10’ and 10” corresponding to the similarly numbered 
arms of FIG. 3 with the exception that they are disposed 
120° apart instead of 90°, and all three of the corners 
18 and 18’ are divided byslits 19, 20, 21 (corresponding 
to the similarly numbered slits of FIG. 3 and leading to 
respective apertures 15, 16, 17 positioned approximately 
the same as the correspondingly numbered slitsr of FIG. 
3). The use of the device is substantially the same as 
shown in FIG. 1, the tube 1d being looped around the 
central web 11e (triangular instead of the square web 
11 of FIG. 3) in the same manner as in FIG. 1, as indi 
cated by corresponding reference numerals. 

Modified Form-FIGS. 6, 7 
In the form of the invention shown in FIGS. 6 'and 7, 

a strip of adhesive-coated plastic ribbon embodies arms 
10c, 10d joined by acentral web 11C _on one side of a 
central aperture 17C. The other side of aperture 17C 
communicates with a slit 21e extending through the adja 
cent margin of the strip. Aperture 17C is generally rec 
tangular, its form being a composite of a pair of squares 
intersecting sides defining reentrant tube-gripping teeth. 

» These sides ofthe squares intersect at 90° and the re 
f mote corners of the squares are diagonally opposite across 

`the center of the aperture. Thus the sides 26 of these 
' remote corners, as extended,`deñne a projected square 

aperture when the teeth 25 are iiexed upwardly by pas 
sage of tube 14 through the aperture as in FIG. 7. The 
aperture is so dimensioned that the distance between 
opposite parallel sides ̀ 26 of the remote corners is approxi 
mately equal to the diameter of tube 14, so that the sides 
26 will al1 be tangent to the circular section of tube 
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passing through the aperture, and the gripping teeth 25 
will thereby be retained in positions diametrically op 
posed across the tube section, frictionally gripping the 
tube so as to resist slipping of the tube in the aperture. 

v In installation of the device of FIGS. 6, 7, it isV simply 
opened at slit 21e to pass the projecting portion of tub 
ing into aperture 17C, and the arms 10c, 10d are then . 
arranged to close slit 21e and adhesively attached to the 
skin. ‘ 

We claim: ~ 

1. A fastener for a surgical tube inserted into a human 
body, comprising: a portion of non-toxic plastic sheet 
material having a coating of adhesive on one face thereof, . 
for adhesive attachment' of said strip to said body, rsaid 
fastener having apertures for passage ofsaid tube there 
through and having slits extending from said apertures to 
margins thereof, for reception of said tube into` said aper 
tures, whereby said fastener may be adhesively attached 
to said body to close said slits’and to thereby secure said 
tube in said apertures, Vsaid fastener being in the form of 
a star of at least three arms and having at least three of 
said apertures and the same number of slits extending? 
from respective apertures to margins of respective arms of 
said star, whereby said tube may be passed inwardly 
through one of said apertures, thence between a central 
web of said star and the skin of said body, thence out 
wardly through another of said apertures, thence above 
said web, and thence inwardly through the third aperture 
and into said body, the portion of said tube between said 
web and said skin being adhesively engaged beneath said 
web to prevent slippage of the tube relative to said 
fastener. ; j . 

2. A fastener as defined in claim vl, whereinl said stary 
is in the form Vof a cross,rwith arms disposed 90° apart. 

3. A fastener as dei-ined in claim 2, wherein said third 
aperture ̀ is in the center of said web. Y ‘ , 

4. A fastener as defined in claim 1, wherein said star has 
three arms disposed 120° apart, and wherein said slits are 
extended from said apertures to the corners between the 
adjoining margins of adjacent arms. ' ~ 
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